”No longer should the narrative be, poor people making bad choices and
paying the consequences for their bad choices…it is time that utility
companies are held accountable for the lives and families that they endanger,
and that we all transition to the mindset that access to energy and utility
services is a human right.” 1
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Land Acknowledgement
We acknowledge indigenous
peoples, on whose ancient and
sacred land we live, work, pray,
and play. We recognize the everpresent systemic inequities that
stem directly from past
wrongdoings, and we commit
ourselves to respecting and
reconciling this history of
injustice.

Source: https://native-land.ca/

“The chronic poor are (by
definition) very resilient….clearly
what the chronic poor need is not
more resilience, but less poverty
and marginalization.” 2

The Disaster
Before
The Disaster

“A sudden setback like illness or
unemployment can lead to a
negative spiral of mounting bills,
disconnection notices, evictions,
and homelessness…too often
families have to choose between
basic necessities—whether to pay
the rent, heat their apartment, eat
a meal, or purchase medications.” 3

Energy Insecurity Assessment
 Energy secure: no problems
 Moderate energy insecurity: disconnection threatened in last 12
months

Energy
Insecurity
Overview

 Severe energy insecurity: shutoff, OR 1 or more days without
heat/cooling, OR heated home with a cooking stove 4

3 Key Components
1) Economic (disproportionate energy burden – expenses relative to
income)
2) Physical (housing structures)
3) Coping strategies with negative health impacts 5

Health Impacts 6

Energy
Insecurity &
Health

Source: Jessel, Sawyer, & Hernandez 7

 In 2015, almost 40% of low-income households paid their energy
bill and reduced/abstained from basic necessities like medicine or
food – 13% did it every month 8

Economic
Energy
Insecurity

 Average US household spends 3.1% household income on energy
bills – low-income households spend 3 times more than higher
income (8.1% vs. 2.3%) – for San Antonio this difference is 7.4% vs.
3.0%
 Energy consumption per square foot is highest for lowest and
highest income brackets – consumption behaviors (and larger
homes) explain the highest income brackets, while inefficient
infrastructure (eg, insulation) and appliances explain lowest
income bracket consumption 9

4 fundamental rights to “minimize the sacrifice of vulnerable
groups along the energy continuum”
1) right to healthy, sustainable energy production
2) right to best available energy infrastructure

Energy Justice
Distribution of
Benefits & Burdens

3) right to affordable energy
4) right to uninterrupted energy service (including for nonpayment
or arrearages) 10
Energy justice framework
Recognition, Procedural, Distributional, Restorative 11
Due to energy inefficiency, low-income households in US spend $1.23
per square foot on utilities – all other houses spend $0.98 8

“Energy efficiency is one of the most powerful weapons for
combating global climate change, boosting the economy, and
ensuring that the air is safe to breathe.

Energy
Efficiency

 Energy efficiency is America’s largest energy resource,
contributing more to the nation’s energy needs over the last 40
years than oil, coal, natural gas, or nuclear power. It accounts for
more than 2.2 million U.S. jobs—at least 10 times more than oil
and gas drilling or coal mining.” 12

Principles of
Good Rate
Design
National Consumer
Law Center

“Utility rates should emphasize ‘volumetric’ charges rather than flat,
fixed charges and fees. Utility rates should be ‘inclining,’ so that
higher usage levels at charged at higher rates. Good rate design
should always be coupled with:
 Whole-house low-income energy efficiency programming
 Affordable payments and arrearage management for low-income
households
 Effective consumer protections shielding vulnerable customers
from loss of vital home energy services” 13

Metro COVID-19 Utility Relief Funds
 One-time debt relief credit up to $500
 Outstanding balances limited to March-December 2020
 No income restrictions, but must provide income documentation and
claim a COVID-related economic hardship
 $10m municipal funds freed up by federal CARES Act funds

California PUC: Arrearage Management Plan
 Utility debt up to $8k forgiven
 Must make on-time monthly payments for 12
months on current bills

Utility Debt

 Must be enrolled in a subsidized utility rate program
for low-income people, owe at least $500, and be
90+ days overdue
Eversource (Fortune 500 energy company, serves
CT, MA, NH)
 On-time bill payment for 12 months will clear utility
debt up to $20k/annually
 Qualify at 60% or less state median income or
medical certification, past due balance of $100, 60+
days overdue

Utility Billing Relief Program
 Eligibility if at/below 200% poverty
 50% reduction in bill, no disconnections
 Past debt eliminated if make on-time payments for 12 months
“The thing right now is these people aren’t paying at all… at the end of
the day, we feel this is going to be bringing in revenue that we wouldn’t
otherwise have seen.” - City Comptroller Reshma Soni

Tiered Assistance Program
 Income based water bill for customers at/below 150% poverty
($36,900 for a family of four)

Utility
Debt
 Can also qualify through hardship (losing job, domestic violence)
 Tiers with fixed rates – payment tied to income, not usage
 Factored into 10% rate increase in 2016 ($18m cost)
 Debt suspended upon entry into program; forgiven after 2 years of
on-time payments
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